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Abstract: The influence of dealumination of two commercial 

amorphous silica-aluminas (ASAs) with acetylacetone on their 

textural properties, acidity and catalytic activity was studied by N2-

sorption, NH3-TPD, FTIR of adsorbed pyridine as well as 1H and 27Al 

MAS NMR. Acetylacetone treatment increases the pore volume and 

surface area  (+20+30%) of commercial ASA without changing the 

pore size. More than half of the Al species are extracted from ASA but 

the total acidity is preserved or even slightly increased (for the ASA 

with higher Al content). The percentage of acidic Al is increased by a 

factor 2. Dealumination results in a better access to acid sites and an 

increase of medium Brønsted acid sites (BAS), leading to a 1.5 higher 

catalytic activity for 3,3-Dimethyl-1-butene (33DMB1) isomerization. 

Introduction 

Amorphous silica−aluminas (ASA) are of considerable practical 

importance in industrial catalysis, where they are applied as a 

solid acid 1 or serve as supports for finely dispersed metal sulfides 

or metals in a wide range of processes.2, 3 ASA are frequently 

present in modern bifunctional metal/acid catalysts to enhance 

selectivity toward middle distillates from hydrocracking of heavy 

oil fractions.4 Compared to zeolites, ASA possess weaker and 

fewer Brønsted acid sites (BAS), and the structure of these sites 

are still subject to debate due to the amorphous nature of these 

materials. On ASA, the proportion of acid sites per Al is generally 

below 1 and many of these sites are Lewis acid sites (LAS). 

Dealumination is one of the available methods to remove the 

ineffective Al species from aluminosilicates. For zeolites with low 

Si/Al ratio (e.g. faujasite Y), dealumination is commonly used to 

improve the stability of the zeolite and enhance its activity. 

Dealumination not only improves the stability of the framework by 

increasing the Si/Al ratio,5, 6 but also generates a secondary 

porosity made of mesopores that increases significantly the 

accessibility of the acid sites and hence alleviate diffusion 

limitations and improves catalytic activity.7 A significant number of 

papers have been dedicated to the effect of dealumination of 

zeolite on their acidity. In general, it was found that severe 

dealumination decreases both Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, the 

former by removal of Al from the lattice by hydrolysis8 and the 

latter by condensation of alumina moieties.9 

Dealumination process is rather complicated, as many 

thermodynamic or kinetic factors will affect it significantly 

depending on the experimental conditions.10 Dealumination can 

be achieved by steaming11, leaching with acids12, treatment with 

chelating agents such as hexafluorosilicate7, 13, ammonium 

hydrogen difluoride (NH4HF2) 14, ethylenediamine tetracetic acid 
15, 16, acetylacetone17-19 and many others. Acetylacetone as a 

bidentate and nonacidic ligand is a suitable agent for mild 

dealumination leading to the extraction of “loosely bond” 

aluminum atoms in zeolites.7, 18, 20 The product of dealumination 

(Al(acac)3) can be washed out from parent sample. Its extraction 

will depend on the type of structure, pore opening and extent of 

guest–host interaction.20, 21 

Compared to zeolites, dealumination of ASAs has been far less 

investigated. Effect of dealumination of ASAs by hydrochloric acid 

was studied by nuclear magnetic resonance.22 A preferentially 

removal of octahedral aluminum was observed that occurred 

without modification of the catalytic properties.22 Dealumination of 

Al-MCM-41 type silica-alumina in basic media has also been 

reported. 23 

In the present study, we explored the dealumination of 

commercial ASA with acetylacetone, and proposed optimized 

dealumination conditions using this molecule. The influence of 

dealumination on the textural properties, acidity and catalytic 

activity was also studied and the nature of Al species that are 

removed during dealumination was investigated using 27Al MAS 

NMR and FTIR. 

Results and Discussion 

1. Textural properties 

Aluminum contents of the ASAs prepared by dealumination with 

acetylacetone under various conditions are reported in Table 1. 

Treatment with acetylacetone results in various degrees of 

dealumination depending on experimental conditions. At room 

temperature (LT series), for the samples prepared by subjecting 
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SA13(NH4
+) to acetylacetone treatment during 1 h (entry 2), only 

a small amount of aluminum was removed and extending time to 

4 h (entry 3), did not bring any change. This indicates that 

acetylacetone dealumination ability under ambient conditions is 

limited. The negligible amount of extracted Al in ASA under these 

conditions is consistent with previous reports on zeolites.19, 21 On 

the other side, after treatment at high temperature (HT series), 

dealumination is obvious: more than half of aluminum was 

removed from SA13(NH4
+) after reflux at 100°C during 4 h (entry 

4). When prolonging time to 24 h (entry 5), only a very small extra 

amount of Al was further extracted, indicating that the plateau in 

the dealumination was almost already reached after 4 h (all the 

reactive Al atoms are removed within 4 h). Therefore, optimal 

dealumination conditions are 4 h at 100°C. When increasing the 

Al content in the starting ASA (SA25(NH4
+) series, entries 7 & 8), 

the fraction of extracted Al significantly increases (from 52% for 

SA13(NH4
+) to 65% for SA25(NH4

+) under similar experimental 

conditions). Dealumination of calcined samples (SA13-H and 

SA25-H) was also attempted (entries 6 and 9). For the two 

calcined ASA, the extent of dealumination is less than for their 

ammonium form. 

Table 1 Designation, Al content and textural properties of samples prepared by 

acetylacetone dealumination 

n° 
Sample[a] 

Al 

(mmol/g) 

SBET 

(m2/g) 

Pore Size 

(nm) 

Pore Volume 

(cm3/g) 

1 SA13-H 2.3 445 4.8 0.70 

2 SA13-LT-1h 2.0 456 4.2 0.69 

3 SA13-LT-4h 2.0 491 4.2 0.71 

4 SA13-HT-4h 1.1 539 4.2 0.77 

5 SA13-HT-24h 1.0 550 3.7 0.77 

6 SA13-H-HT-4h 1.4 477 4.2 0.68 

7 SA25-H 4.0 421 4.8 0.70 

8 SA25-HT-4h 1.4 559 4.8 0.81 

9 SA25-H-HT-4h 1.7 477 4.8 0.71 

 

[a] details concerning the denominations of the samples are given in the 

experimental part in the supporting information.file. 

 

To understand the effects of treatment with acetylacetone on the 

texture of the different samples, the porous properties of the 

dealuminated samples were compared (Table 1Table 1). It can 

be seen that, for treatments under ambient conditions of 

SA13(NH4
+) (entries, 2 & 3), no obvious effects of these 

treatments are observed. On the other side, for the samples 

obtained after reflux at 100°C during 4h on the ammonium forms 

of the ASAs (entries 4 and 8), the surface area and the pore 

volume increase significantly compared to those of the starting 

ASA and the increase is more pronounced for the ASA 

undergoing the most important dealumination (surface area +20% 

for SA13-HT-4h, +33% for SA25-HT-4h). When dealumination is 

performed on the H-form of ASAs under the same conditions 

(entries 6 & 9), the surface area also increases but to a lower 

extent and the pore volume changes only slightly. 

Figure SI 1 shows the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms 

and pore size distribution curves of the samples synthesized 

under optimal dealumination conditions. All samples exhibit a type 

IV isotherm with a type H1 hysteresis loop, which  are 

characteristic of mesoporous materials with a relatively narrow 

pore size distribution. Dealumination with acetylacetone did not 

change the pore size distribution, indicating that removal of the 

aluminum species occurs without destroying the pore structure. 

Moreover, the increase of surface area cannot be solely assigned 

to the change of sample weight associated with the removal of Al 

(for the SA13 series, the weight percent of  Al2O3 decreases from 

13 wt% (2.3 mmol/g, entry 1 of Table 1) to 6 wt% (1.1 mmol/g, 

entry 4) whereas for SA25, it decreases from 25 wt% (4 mmol/g, 

entry 7) to 8 wt% (1.4 mmol/g, entry 8)). Hence, a possible 

explanation for the increase of the surface area is the removal of 

Al debris that were blocking the porosity, as previously reported 

by Fan et al. for the dealumination of steamed H-ZSM-5 by citric 

acid.24 

2. Acidic Properties 

FTIR of adsorbed pyridine was used in order to differentiate the 

various acid sites present on the surface of the ASAs and assess 

the evolution of the acidity upon dealumination. The evolution of 

the pyridine vibration bands for spectra recorded at different 

temperature are shown on Figure 1 for sample SA13-HT-4h. For 

the SA13 series, the spectra recorded after desorption at 150°C 

are shown on Figure SI 2. The band at 1597 cm-1 on the spectrum 

recorded at RT is assigned to hydrogen bonded pyridine (weakly 

adsorbed pyridine). This band completely disappears upon 

thermal treatment. The bands at 1622 and 1450 cm-1 correspond 

to pyridine coordinated to LAS. The shoulder at 1640 cm-1 and the 

band at 1549 cm-1 are characteristic of pyridinium ions, indicating 

the chemisorption of pyridine on BAS.25 The IR band at around 

1622 cm-1, associated to Lewis sites, shifts to higher frequency 

(1624 cm-1) when the temperature of desorption increases. It is 

generally admitted that the band at higher frequency represents 

Lewis sites of a higher acid strength.26 It is worth mentioning that 

a new peak appears at 1462 cm-1 (which is clearly visible on the 

spectrum recorded at 350°C). This band has been assigned by 

Flego et al. to a pyridine molecule interacting simultaneously with 

a Lewis site and a silanol.27 

 

Figure 1 FTIR spectra of adsorbed pyridine on SA13-HT-4h after evacuation at 

different temperatures 
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The bands at 1549 and 1457 cm-1 were used to quantify the 

amount of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites, respectively. The 

evolution of the intensities of these bands with desorption 

temperature (150, 250 and 350oC) was used to evaluate the 

amount of total, medium+strong and strong acid sites (this 

delimitation is, of course, arbitrary as there is likely a continuum 

of acid strength in this amorphous material). The concentrations 

of mild (temperature of desorption between 150 and 250oC), 

medium (temperature of desorption between 250oC and 350oC) 

and strong (temperature of desorption higher than 350oC) Lewis 

and Brønsted acid sites are reported in Table 2. When the 

temperature reaches 350°C, the band at around 1456 cm-1 

remains while the band at 1549 cm-1 vanishes. This indicates the 

presence of strong LAS and absence of strong BAS. 

 

 

Table 2 Acid type and strength distribution of the samples determined by pyridine-IR 

 

Sample 

Acidity (μmol/g) 

Acidic Al 

(%) 
Total BAS LAS 

B+L weak medium total weak medium strong total 

SA13-H 101 23 11 34 21 11 36 67 4.4 

SA13-HT-4h 102 11 25 35 10 13 43 67 9.2 

SA13-H-HT-4h 84 24 6 31 10 9 33 53 6.1 

SA25-H 110 31 10 40 21 9 40 70 2.8 

SA25-HT-4h 121 28 13 41 27 8 44 79 8.8 

SA25-H-HT-4h 94 25 10 36 14 6 38 58 5.4 

Total acidity of SA25-H is hardly higher than that of SA13-H. 

Considering that the aluminum content is almost twice higher, this 

indicates that the fraction of non-acidic Al is much higher in SA25-

H than in SA13-H. 

Starting from SA13(NH4
+), mild dealumination with acetylacetone 

(SA13-HT-4h) removes half of the aluminum species, but this 

removal occurs without modification in the total number of acid 

sites, indicating that acetylacetone removes selectively non acidic 

aluminum while preserving the acidic ones. It is consistent with 

previous results from the literature regarding dealumination of 

zeolite.7 Quite interestingly, mild dealumination increases 

medium BAS and strong LAS. This indicates that the removal of 

non-acidic aluminum affects positively the acidic properties of the 

ASA. A possible explanation would be that the removal of non-

acidic aluminum in the close vicinity of acidic ones modifies their 

acidic properties. For the dealuminated samples prepared by 

using the H form of ASAs (samples SA13-H-HT-4h and SA25-H-

HT-4h), a decrease of the total acidity occurs, indicating that 

dealumination may be less selective when applied to the H form 

than on the ammonium one. For all ASA and whatever the 

dealumination conditions, strong BAS are never detected, while 

the Lewis acidity is dominated by strong sites. 

Dealumination with acetylacetone results in an important increase 

in the effective acidity (percentage of acid sites per Al), that can 

reach a factor of two (SA13-HT-4h compared to SA13-H) and 

even three (SA25-HT-4h compared to SA25-H). The more 

important increase in effective acidity for the ASA obtained by 

dealumination of SA25(NH4
+) is consistent with the fact that 

SA25-H contains a higher fraction of non-acidic Al, which makes 

dealumination more efficient on this sample than on SA13(NH4
+) 

(the dealuminated samples derived from these two ASAs have 

similar effective acidities). For the samples prepared by 

dealumination of the H form ASAs, the effective acidity increases 

only slightly as less Al was removed and total number of acid sites 

decreases. 

3. Catalytic Performance 

According to literature, 33DMB1 isomerization occurs through a 

purely protonic mechanism28-30 (Lewis acid sites are not involved 

in this reaction). Furthermore, 33DMB1 isomerization occurs over 

BAS with medium (or higher) acidic strength (corresponding to a 

pyridine desorption temperature of 220°C).31, 32 It is therefore well 

suited for the characterization of the Brønsted acidity of ASAs. 

Figure 2 shows the conversion values as a function of time on 

stream for four of the ASA samples. 

 

Figure 2 Conversion of 33DMB1 as a function of time on stream for (a) SA13-

H, (b) SA25-H (c)SA13-HT-4h, (d)SA25-HT-4h 
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For all samples, conversion decreases with time on stream and 

finally tends to stabilize. This deactivation is probably due to the 

deposition of coke owing to other secondary reactions. The 

conversion observed for dealuminated samples is, at steady state, 

about 1.5 times higher than that of their respective starting ASA. 

This increase may be related to the increase in the amount of 

medium Brønsted sites (Table 2), as 33DMB1 conversion is 

expected to be governed by BAS desorbing pyridine above 220°C, 

and/or to changes in the textural properties (see Table 1).  

4. Aluminum coordination 

Figure 3 27Al MAS NMR of starting ASAs and dealuminated samples: (a) SA13 

series; (b) SA25 series. 

In order to gain insight into the dealumination mechanism, 27Al 

MAS NMR was used to characterize the samples, not only in their 

calcined form but also in their intermediate form (treated with 

acetylacetone then dried but uncalcined, signaled by the postfix 

(a)). Spectra are shown in Figure 3. For a quantitative 

comparison, appropriate data acquisition conditions were chosen 

and samples were rehydrated before measurement to allow 

detection of all Al atoms.33 Moreover, the amount of sample in the 

rotor was weighted and 27Al NMR spectra were normalized based 

on this weight. By deconvoluting a spectrum, the contribution of 

each aluminum coordination to the NMR signal was determined 

and converted to a concentration of Al, in mmol.g-1, based on the 

total Al loading (we verified that the evolution of the total Al area 

vs. the Al content -as determined by elemental analysis, see 

Table 1Table 1- was linear). The peak assignments and the 

concentration of each Al coordination are summarized in Table 3. 

The spectrum of SA13(NH4
+) (uncalcined ammonium form, entry 

1) shows two main peaks at 55.5 and 4.0 ppm, attributed to 

aluminum in tetrahedral (AlIV) and octahedral (AlVI) environment, 

respectively. The nonzero intensity between the two main lines 

indicates the probable presence of a weak amount of AlV.34 For 

SA25(NH4
+), (entry 5) with nearly twice more Al than SA13(NH4

+), 

the spectrum exhibits a similar intensity for AlIV whereas the 

intensity of the peak associated with AlVI increases significantly. 

Therefore, most of the increase in the Al content between 

SA13(NH4
+) and SA25(NH4

+) contributes to AlVI. Moreover, for 

SA25(NH4
+), the signal at ca. 30 ppm, associated to AlV, is clearly 

visible between these two main lines. 

Table 3 Concentration of surface hydroxyls (TGA) and distribution of aluminum 

species (based on the deconvolution of their normalized 27Al MAS NMR spectra 

and recorded on rehydrated samples) 

 

n° Sample 
OH 

(mmol/g) 

Al percentage (%) Al content (mmol/g) 

AlIV AlV AlVI AlIV AlV AlVI 

1 SA13(NH4
+) - 65 4 32 1.5 0.1 0.7 

2 SA13-HT-4h(a) - 67 7 27 0.7 0.1 0.3 

3 SA13-HT-4h 4.1 44 27 29 0.5 0.3 0.3 

4 SA13-H 3.5 30 39 30 0.7 0.9 0.7 

5 SA25(NH4
+) - 45 4 51 1.8 0.1 2.1 

6 SA25-HT-4h (a) - 43 6 52 0.6 0.1 0.7 

7 SA25-HT-4h 4.5 34 18 48 0.5 0.3 0.7 

8 SA25-H 3.6 27 31 43 1.1 1.2 1.7 

 

Calcination leads, for the two starting ASA (entries 4 and 8, SA13-

H and SA25-H samples), to a significant increase in the proportion 

of AlV at the expense of AlIV. This modification in the speciation of 

Al between the H form and the NH4 form is probably related to the 

flexible coordination of some of the Al atoms in ASA, which has 

been evidenced by Omegna et al.35 and Parker et al.33; these 

authors indeed observed that, upon exposure to NH3, part of the 

AlV changed their coordination to AlIV. Flexible coordination of Al 

was associated to its belonging to a silica-alumina phase. 

Comparison of the uncalcined samples before and after 

dealumination (entries 12 and entries 56) indicates a 

significant decrease in intensity for all signals after treatment with 

acetylacetone. This decrease is stronger in the SA25 series 

(entries 56), which is consistent with the higher decrease of the 

aluminum concentration observed by elemental analysis after 

dealumination of SA25. Although all peaks decrease in intensity, 

one can clearly see that the intensities of the peaks of AlIV and AlVI 

decrease in equal proportion while that of AlV decreases less. 

When comparing the spectra of the calcined starting ASAs with 

those of the dealuminated calcined samples (entries 43; 87) 

one observes that, although all peaks decrease in intensity, the 

fraction of tetrahedral Al increases and the fraction of 

pentacoordinated Al decreases for all samples. As this important 

decrease of the concentration of pentacoordinated Al upon 

dealumination occurs without significant decrease in the amount 
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of acid sites, acidic properties are probably not specifically 

associated with pentacoordinated Al in rehydrated samples. It is, 

however not possible to reach a more precise conclusion in terms 

of association of one of the three Al coordination with the acidic 

properties of ASAs, as the fraction of Al, in calcined samples, in 

any of these coordinations still exceed, and to a large extent, the 

fraction of acidic Al atoms. Moreover, the high flexibility of Al 

coordination between calcined and uncalcined form of the same 

sample, makes the association of acidic properties with one Al 

coordination even more difficult. 

5. Hydroxyl groups 

 For the calcined samples, the total amount of hydroxyls was 

determined by TGA. Values are reported in Table 3. The total 

density of OH groups increases slightly upon dealumination 

(+17%, between SA13-H and SA13-HT-4h, +25% between SA25-

H and SA25-HT-4h). This increase is consistent with the increase 

in the surface area upon dealumination (+20-30%, see Table 1). 

Hence, all calcined ASAs have similar surface density of 

hydroxyls (between 4.5 and 5.1 OH per nm2).  

Figure 4: υ(OH) ranges of FTIR spectra of different samples activated at 450°C: 

(a) SA13 series; (b) SA25 series. 

Further information on the nature of hydroxyl groups in the 

samples was acquired by FTIR spectra, as shown in Figure 4. All 

the samples displayed one sharp band at 3745 cm-1, attributed to 

accessible, isolated silanol groups.36-40 In addition, a broad 

envelop extending from 3700 to 3300 cm-1 is also detected, 

generally assigned to hydrogen-bonding Si-OH or Al-OH groups 

(H-donor)41, 42 and also to disturbed Si-OH-Al groups.43, 44. As this 

broad envelop is more intense on starting ASAs than on 

dealuminated samples, it likely contains an important contribution 

of H bonded Al-OH similar to those found in alumina.42 Hence, it 

confirms the presence, in the starting ASAs, of alumina-like debris, 

that are, at least partly, removed in the dealuminated samples. It 

is worth mentioning that, even after the removal of a large fraction 

of non-acidic Al, the identification of a specific signal associated 

to Si-OH-Al bridging hydroxyl groups remains impossible.25, 45 

Discussion 

During this discussion we will focus on samples prepared using 

mild dealumination conditions (samples SAxx-(H-)HT-4h). The 

mechanism of dealumination of ASA by acetylacetone has not 

been fully described in the literature but is clearly related to the 

chelating property of this molecule. The initial step is likely the 

chelation of surface Al atoms (and the release of a water 

molecule), as demonstrated for the interaction of acetylacetone 

with surface Al of boehmite by Dickie et al.46 The final step is the 

formation of Al(Acac)3 species and their migration to the solution 

that has been evidenced by Zanjanchi et al. during the removal of 

extraframework aluminum atoms from L zeolites.18, 20 Between 

these two steps one can postulate that the reactions that occur 

are similar to those proposed by Chin et al.47 for the dissolution of 

clays in presence of organic acids: the formation of the 

acetylacetonate complex weakens the Al-O bonds and make 

them more sensitive to hydrolysis by water. The reaction 

continues until Al(Acac)3 is formed which can be washed out from 

parent sample resulting in Al elimination.7, 20 For the two ASAs, Al 

elimination is only partial, while acetylacetone is present in excess 

in solution with regards to their Al content (considering the 

formation of Al(Acac)3). 

All dealuminated samples have a higher percentage of acidic Al 

(based on FTIR of adsorbed pyridine) than the corresponding 

starting ASA (see Table 1). For the ASA prepared by mild 

dealumination of ammonium forms, acidic properties are not only 

preserved but even slightly improved (especially for the mild 

Brønsted acid sites) and their catalytic properties are improved for 

33DMB1 isomerization (by a factor of about 1.5). This is 

consistent with previous reports on zeolites that concluded to a 

preferential extraction of non-acidic (extraframework) aluminum7, 

18, 20 and an improvement of acidic properties. This observation 

tends to indicate that the reactivity of Al atoms toward extraction 

by acetylacetone depend on their local environment (either 

coordination or nature of next nearest neighbors). Nevertheless, 

the fraction of acidic Al in dealuminated ASA remains relatively 

low (8-9%). Hence, the ability of acetylacetone toward 

dealumination is limited. Moreover, when dealumination is 

performed on the ammonium form of ASA, the elimination of Al is 

more efficient than dealumination performed on the H-form ASA 

and the total amount of acid sites is either unchanged or slightly 

increased (whereas it decreases slightly when dealumination is 

performed on the H-form of the ASA). Hence, dealumination is 

selective (AcacH only removes weakly bonded, non-acidic Al 

species) when performed in the ammonium form of the ASA and 

less efficient and only partially selective when performed on the 

H-form. The difference of efficiency of dealumination between 

ammonium form and H form ASAs is likely simply due to the fact 

that ammonium form is uncalcined and hence contains less 

condensed Al species. The origin in the difference of selectivity is 

less straightforward and this effect has not been previously 

investigated during zeolite dealumination. One could suggest 

3900 3600 3300 3000

SA25-HT-4h

SA25-HT

Wavenumber (cm-1) 

3900 3600 3300 3000

Wavenumber (cm-1)

SA13-HT-4h

SA13-HT

(a)

(b)
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either that the NH4
+ counter-ions somehow protect the acid sites 

from dealumination, or that acid sites are, in the (uncalcined) 

ammonium form of ASAs, associated with more condensed Al 

species that are less sensitive to extraction by acetylacetone. 

For all samples, Al removal is accompanied by an increase in the 

surface area and, the more Al atoms are removed, the more the 

surface area increases (see Table 1). This occurs without 

significant modification in the pore diameter (Figure SI 1) and, for 

the ASAs stemming from the ammonium form, with an increase 

in the pore volume. This modification in the textural properties of 

the ASAs upon dealumination could indicate that alumina-like 

debris that were blocking the access to a part of the porosity have 

been removed. The presence of this type of debris in the ASAs 

and their partial removal by dealumination are confirmed by FTIR 

with the presence of a broad band at 3500 cm-1 (characteristic H-

bonded hydroxyls similar to those found in aluminas) that is 

clearly visible on the spectra of the starting ASAs, and whose 

intensity decreases substantially upon dealumination. This 

increase in the surface area could be at the origin of the moderate 

increase in the total concentration of acid sites revealed by 

pyridine desorption experiments.  

When comparing the Al distributions (27Al MAS NMR 

spectroscopy) of the calcined samples (see Figure 3 and Table 

3), one can see that, for all Al-coordinations, the amount of Al 

decreases upon dealumination with acetylacetone. However, the 

fraction of AlIV slightly increases whereas the fraction of AlV 

decreases. As AlIV is, in zeolites, associated with Si-OH-Al bridges, 

it is interesting to compare the density of AlIV in the dealuminated 

samples with the density of acid sites. This comparison clearly 

shows that, even in the dealuminated samples, a large part of the 

AlIV have no acidic properties. Hence, although dealumination 

with acetylacetone allows increasing significantly the fraction of 

acidic aluminum (by a factor 2 to 3), this fraction remains too low 

in dealuminated samples to allow identifying clearly acidic 

aluminum by 27Al MAS NMR. In the same way, the hydroxyls 

associated to the Brønsted acidity of ASA cannot be identified, 

even after dealumination, by FTIR spectroscopy.   

 

Conclusion 

Conditions for dealumination of ASA with acetylacetone have 

been explored and optimal conditions are as follows: 

dealumination should rather be performed on uncalcined 

ammonium form of ASA and reflux in toluene during 4h leads to 

optimal dealumination. Under these conditions, dealumination 

with acetylacetone removes between half and two thirds of the Al 

atoms and increases the surface area and pore volume (+20-

30%). Moreover, it is fully selective in the sense that the acidic 

properties (FTIR of adsorbed pyridine) are not decreased (they 

are even slightly increased) upon dealumination on the 

ammonium form. The increase in the acidity and/or the change in 

the textural properties leads to a ca. 1.5 higher conversion of 

33DMB1 on the dealuminated ASAs compared to their 

corresponding parent commercial ASA. The fraction of acidic Al 

is multiplied by 2 to 3 depending on the starting ASA, but remains 

low (below 10%), indicating that a large fraction of non-acidic Al 

is resistant to dealumination with AcacH (or was not accessible to 

this reactant). This confirms the application of this molecule as a 

mild dealuminating agent that had been previously established for 

zeolites.  

The characterization of the starting ASAs and of the dealuminated 

samples by 27Al MAS NMR reveals that all Al coordinations are 

subject to dealumination. However, when considering the 

calcined samples, the fraction of AlIV increases whereas the 

fraction of AlV decreases upon dealumination. Nevertheless, the 

amount of AlIV, even after dealumination exceed by far (ca. a 

factor of 5) the amount of acid sites based on FTIR of adsorbed 

pyridine. The nature of the Al species removed during 

dealumination was further investigated by comparing the FTIR 

spectra of the samples before and after dealumination. Evolution 

of the spectra is likely related to the removal of alumina-like 

fragments (identified by broad signals of H-bonded Al-OH at ca. 

3500 cm-1). Despite a significant increase (2-3 times) in the 

fraction of acidic Al upon dealumination, it was not possible to 

identify hydroxyls in Si-OH-Al bridges on the FTIR spectra. If 

these bridges are indeed present in ASAs, their fraction is, after 

dealumination, still too low for their identification. 

Supporting Information Summary: 

Supporting information file contains details on material synthesis, 

material characterization techniques, and conditions for catalytic 

activity measurement. N2-sorption isotherms are also reported 
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